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This study looks at how consumers see different tiers of private label brands in three food categories from the UK. We use binary

logistic regression to examine the informational cues consumers use to categorize private labels into premium and value private labels.

Results suggest that premium private labels do form a subgroup in consumers’ memory with good quality, taste good (positive) and

good value and down to earth (negative) as the main drivers of this categorization.
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Private labels are now a permanent feature of competitive retail landscapes all around the world. The category is strongest in the UK
and Western Europe, where its market share accounts for 20-40% of grocery sales (De Wulf et al. 2005). Although, private label share
in the US lags behind the UK and other Western Europeans countries, it is growing at a rate far outpacing the growth of manufacturers’
brands (Baltas and Argouslidis 2007). In 2002, US sales of private labels exceeded 50 billion dollars and their share in grocery retailing
reached 15% (Sprott and Shimp 2004). Given the current economic conditions it is likely that this growth trend will continue.

Traditionally, private labels have been positioned as low price / good value for money offerings. Their major selling point has been
their price advantage and as such private labels themselves can act as a cue to trigger a perception of value (Zeithaml 1988).

However, the rationale for introducing premium private labels is not under the guise of offering something that is cheaper than
manufacturer brands, but to create a point of differentiation from other retailers (Corstjens and Lal 2000). In order to achieve this premium
positioning the retailers invest in attractive packaging and include words that imply premium, such as Finest, in the brands names. Many
premium private labels lines are now advertised and have samples inserted into food magazines and distributed in retailing outlets (Lincoln
and Thomassen 2008).

Nevertheless, those positioning strategies can only be considered successful if consumers notice them. Drawing from categorization
research, consumers’ knowledge forms schema-like structures in memory, which enhances information processing efficiency (e.g. Cohen
and Basu 1987). If two brands possess similar specifications that differ from other brands, they will be grouped together in consumers’
memory, forming a sub-category. The categories or schemas are described by Bettman (1979 pp. 455) as ‘cognitive structures representing
one’s expectations about a domain’. Those expectations may be about typical values on some attributes, importance of those attributes,
and finally about how the value of an attribute varies across brands in the category (Sujan and Bettman 1989). If those expectations are
strong and well anchored it is difficult to exert any influence on them. Since the schemas reflecting the traditional positioning of private
labels have not changed for years, the question arises whether consumers perceive differences between different tiers of private labels?
In this paper, we build on categorization theory and examine whether, and based on which cues, such categorization happens for different
tiers of private labels.

Research Method
We draw on data from three food categories in the United Kingdom, including tea (N=2,000), instant coffee (N=2,000) and roast

coffee (N=2,000). Different respondents were interviewed for each category. The respondent pool was drawn from the Tesco Club Card
panel data and past panel buying behaviour was used to confirm that each respondent had bought from the category they were questioned
about in the last six months. Each category includes one value and one premium private label, for the purpose of comparison. National
brands were also included in the study, but are not the focus of the first stage of analysis.
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The data was collected via phone using a free choice, pick-any approach (Barnard and Ehrenberg 1990). Respondents were given
a list of brands and then a list of attributes. They were asked which, if any, brands they linked to each attribute. Marketers and researchers
who are experts within the industry developed the attribute list. The attributes were chosen based on them being important to consumers
when buying from the category. Although the attribute lists varied across categories, there was some overlap. Attributes relating to value,
trust, good quality were common across categories, with the remainder reflecting the category specific core performance and benefit
attributes, such as when I want to relax and is natural for the tea category, and smooth, strong flavour and to indulge myself in the coffee
categories.

Analysis approach
Based on the actual status of the brand, we coded value private labels as 0 and premium private labels as 1 to create the dependent

variable. The independent variables for each category were the attribute responses (also coded as 1: linked the brand to the attribute and
0: did not link the brand to the attribute).

We used binary logistic regression to examine how people categorize private label brands and what (if any) informational cues they
use to discriminate between premium and value private labels.

Results
We find that consumers do differ in the attributes they link to premium private labels compared to the more traditional value private

labels. The logistic regression models are statistically significant in each category and explain high levels of variance, Nagelkerke R2’s
ranging from 36% in the instant coffee category to 43% in the roast coffee category. Consistent across all categories, link to attributes high
quality ingredients, would taste good and to indulge increase the probability that a brand was a premium private label. This suggests that
enhancement of the extrinsic product cues, such as improved packaging or a distinctive brand name can influence consumers’ quality
perceptions. Conversely, associations with good value and down to earth decrease the probability of a private label brand being a premium
brand.

After this, there was a succession of category specific attributes that contributed positively or negatively to the categorization into
premium private labels. In both coffee categories, associations with smooth, after dinner and full bodied increased the probability that the
brand was the premium brand. In the tea category the attribute has a strong flavour, also featured significantly in the same way. Conversely,
the attributes mild taste in the roast coffee category, when I want to relax and natural in the tea category and a group of attributes in the
instant coffee category (traditional, when I want to relax and mild taste) featured as the negative drivers of categorization.

We find that consumers do see premium private labels as a different group of brands compared to the value private labels. Our findings
suggest that although the perceptual schemas reflecting traditional positioning of private labels have been reinforced over many years,
marketing activities that improve the extrinsic product cues are able to influence consumers’ perceptions. Therefore, the consumer
perceptions of what a premium private label represents can, by investment in marketing support, be matched with marketers’ perceptions.
The next step of this research is to see whether the same categorization into premium and non-premium brands is evident for national brands
and if the same informational cues are utilized to differentiate between national brands.
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